AMATEUR ARCHAEOLOGICAL
TEST PIT
33 KING STREET GREAT YARMOUTH
By Cathy Mijatovic
Picture shows wall section inside the excavated site

The test pit was situated beneath the fire hearth, and fireplace inside 33 king Street.
The measurements for the area excavated were as follows.
From the first floor board closest to the hearth, to the flint and brick wall found under
the fireplace - 3 ft 1 inch.
Depth of the pit - 3 ft and 9 inches
Length of the pit - 4 ft and 6 inches
The wall that was discovered was about halfway between the front of the fire hearth
and the back of the fireplace. The wall was roughly made. It was built using flint,
brick and with lime mortar. It had a decorative top section to it with angled bricks and
then horizontal bricks to cap. The height of the wall revealed was approximately 2 ft.
The structure was very solid with no loose flint, brick or mortar so I was unable to
investigate the space behind.
There were a number of very clear layers in the section excavated.
The top most layer, very soft, made up of mostly rubbish, including rubble from the
recent disturbances in the building. This layer mostly consisted of wallpaper,
newspaper, a few bones and nails.
One lovely object I found in this section was a suspected quill tip which is pictured
below.

Below this was a much more compacted layer. This area was in front of and just into
the hearth. It measured a depth of approximately 1 ft 4 inches. About midway
through this layer was a layer of mortar about 1.5cm thick. This hard layer contained
numerous pieces of glazed pot, tile, slag, oyster shell. Very many bones, mostly of a
larger animal, a horse, or cow. I believe maybe both as the teeth may suggest
this.There was a selection of pins, one being twisted, This with a few other items
found could suggest a protection pot may have been here in the past. Horse hair
was also found.
One of the best finds in this layer was a piece of Delftware, pictured below. Also
pictured are pins of many sizes, most were from this layer.

The next layer was generally ash, probably from a previous fireplace and measured
a depth of 1 ft 8 inches What is remarkable, of the two ash layers there were hardly
anything found that had char marks on them. Indicating they were not thrown into a
fire, but were discarded after the fire was not in use. This layer had many fish bones,
including a whole skate wing and part of another, pictured below. Also found here
were oyster shell also pictured and bones.

Next there was a very soft layer with lots of rubble. This layer is where a lot of bone,
teeth from many animals and horse hair were found. Also plenty more pieces of pot,
a few more pins. Within this layer was another ash layer, only about a cm depth. This
soft layer measured about 6 inches depth. Below this was another very hard surface
of another layer. But due to depth and time constraints, this level will have to be
explored in the future, it does seem to have lots of building debris in it, from what I
could see, plenty of brick fragments and mortar… Pictured below are some of the
bones and teeth.

One of the bones showed very clear knife marks.

There was a final area I managed to excavate in the time I had. An area adjacent to
the wall was very loose and was about 3 inches thick. Here I found lots of flint, large
number of pot, most of the bigger fragments were found in the area, and again many
bones. Here to I found pins. A piece of pot which has fascinated me is a piece that
looks as if a child made it. There are very clear tiny finger and thumb prints on the
front and back. There is no glaze and although there is shape to it its very messy so
to speak. It's my belief a young person was helping their parents whilst they were
busy and they allowed them to then put it in the kiln. I do wonder what the finished
product looked like. I bet their parents were very proud.

Below is a full list of all the items I found whilst excavating. Pictures of some will be
included after the list.
MODERN FINDS
Tiddly wink game piece
Bulldog charm (plastic)
Tissue
Lollipop sticks, 5 whole, 7 broken pieces
Piece of Christmas bauble
Blue card
Horse hair plaster
Fragment of material
Sugar wrapper

Modern finds (continued)
● Hand wipe wrapper, 2 pieces
● Christmas cracker joke, 2 pieces
● Cocktail stick, 1 whole, 5 broken pieces
● Rusted childs ring
● 18 year celebration confetti, 2
● Piece glass
● Screw
● Tin foil ball
● 3 x pieces of string
● Piece of orange sponge
● 14 x other pieces of rubbish or material all small
● Coins, 50p, 4 x 5p, 2p and a 1p
● 35 x wallpaper scraps
8 x pieces of plaster
LIST OF ITEMS FOUND IN ALL OTHER LAYERS
● A large array of teeth found from many different animals,
13 x Jaw fragments, from cow, deer, sheep (possibly goat), mouse and
rat.
5 of these jaw fragments have teeth attached.
12 x Large molars, believed to be cow.
31 x medium sized molars ( or premolars).
72 x Small molars, premolars, or incisors and bits of tooth. Total
number of teeth - 115, With teeth in jaw fragments teeth total 124.
● 19 x Unsure? These could be claws or teeth.
● 16 x Thornback ray vertebrae.
● 11 fish scales.
● Thornback ray dermal denticles,
20 whole
21 broken (thorns missing)
18 broken (thorns only
Total 59
● 113 x Oyster shell whole under 3.5cm height and width.
● 80 x Oyster shell whole larger than 3.5cm height and width.

LIST OF ITEMS FOUND IN ALL OTHER AREAS (Continued)
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200 plus oyster fragments medium sized.
Oyster shell fragment, small, very numerous.
Mussel fragments small, very numerous.
Mussel fragments medium, and almost whole, numerous, but too fragile to
count.
15 x other shellfish shells.
19 x pieces of glass, most tinted red, and greeny brown. One piece indicates
it had a lead border. Another seems to be a piece of drinking glass.
Pins
Whole - 55
Of the whole pins - small sized - 38
Medium sized - 14
Large sized (hat pins) - 3
Twisted - 1
Fragments - 6
3 x Small metal round objects ( copper), one has twisted pins on the back
side.
Amber stone
Twisted horse hair
Copper pin?
Twisted metal pin
Half metal ring
Metal pin, almost circular
Human fingernail
Quill tip (although found in top most layer, because of its interest I've added it
to this list).
3 x clay pipe pieces
13 x Flint of interest, all look as if they have been knapped.
200 Approximately pieces of brick, burnt bone (or stone), slag, clay or plaster.
Skate wing bones.
43 x metals objects
32 x Heavy rusted, corroded objects.
Numerous pieces of slag, some included in the finds boxes, but most have
been left on site.
12 x Pieces of suspected animal dung.
3 x Flat pieces of metal, 2 of which look like they could be lead. They shine in
the Sun and have rainbow colouration.

LIST OF ITEMS FOUND IN ALL OTHER AREAS (Continued)
● Piece of glass with white glaze. There is a raised piece in the center that looks
like it may have had decoration.
● Newspaper, very numerous pieces, some readable
The Sun Friday April 29, 1983.
Pentax ME super (this camera was in circulation 1979-1984
The Daily Mirror
● There were lots of horse hair mixed in the newspaper. And I believe, going by
the colours and textures, there were three different papers here. Could not
find evidence of the third.
● Bones - Large bones - 295, one I have pictured with knife marks.
● Fragments of bone - Half the box I had them in, when counted there were
over 1900 pieces. So I would estimate overall, close to 4000 pieces.
● Fragments of pot - There were a large number, from quite a few different pots.
They have been quite the puzzle to sort through. The range of colours were
all so similar, with some glaze being repeated for a number of pots, but the
reverse side different, and visa versa even the clay used is different on many
occasions, with some being a tone of red, to yellow, to white. So below is a
what I have managed to sort through, but even then these could be wrong in
that they actually not go together.
● 10 x pieces, 1 grey and brown, with grey back, others yellows and brown
glaze, they have the same pattern and shape, with creamy white glazed
backs.
● 8 x pieces, 1 handle, greens and browns for the glazing, with some speckles,
there is some pattern. Back is a greeny grey and brown with speckles for the
glaze.
● 2 x Spools fragments, almost half of each, one large, one small.
● 2 x pot stuck in slag.
● Piece of pot, grey with lines.
● Delftware fragment, yellow, blue and white glaze.
● 12 x pieces, with orange glaze back and front.
● 2 x greeny orange glaze, from a larger pot.
● Green glazed tile fragment.
● 25 x fragments of floor tile.
● 15 x fragments of a green- yellow mottled glaze pot, white glazed back.
● Plain pot rim, red clay.
● White clay fragment, reddish glaze on the inside, with slight traces outside,
two lines with a zig-zag pattern.

LIST OF ITEMS FOUND IN ALL OTHER AREAS (Continued)
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Piece of white glazed pot with a black line.
Multi-coloured glazed fragment, (brown, black and yellow) swirl pattern.
2 x Green glazed fragments, white glaze back.
2 x Dark green, brown, mottled glazed pieces, orange glaze on back.
6 x Fragments of black glaze, two of which are part of a handle, one fragment
has yellow raised design.
12 x Dark brown glaze both sides.
5 x dark green with brown mottle on both sides.
2 x light brown glaze, with similar, but lighter shade of brown on the reverse
side, both go together.
2 x light brown (slight pattern) very light brown glaze reverse, both pieces go
together.
3 x of shaped pot, glazed shades of brown. Glaze is all over except broken
edges.
5 x Two pieces are quite large, light brown smudged to off white glazing, off
white glaze reverse, 3 fragments fit together.
Large fragment of a pot base that appears unfinished, no glaze, top shows
tiny fingerprint, three fingers, and a thumb print, back has soot residue, and
two thumb prints can be seen. Seems to have been made by a child.
2 x fragment of a plate, green-brown glaze on the top, natural on the bottom,
both fit together.
10 x highly patterned pot, varies in colour, brown to grey glaze. The reverse
side is a light brown glaze, not convinced they are all from the same pot.
19 x Grey white glaze with brown tinges on the outside, inside grey glaze, two
fragments fit together.
5 x Speckled brown glaze, of white glaze on the reverse.
10 x Brown glaze with green specks, natural clay on the reverse
3 x Tile, green and brown glaze.
3 x Glass, very thick, light only passes through parts of it, one fragment
appears to have smoothed edges.
2 x Pot edge, light green glaze on the top, natural clay on the back
7 x Speckled darkish brown glaze on both sides.
31 x fragments from various pots, Yellow, red, white clays, little or no glaze,
some with pattern.

LIST OF ITEMS FOUND IN ALL OTHER AREAS (Continued)
● 2x Greenish glaze, one piece appears to be a fragment of a rim.
● 16 x some with a reddish glaze, some have shape.
● 43 x Beige - orange glaze, similar in thickness and all have natural clay backs.
Some fragments appear to be rim, and one a base piece, two fragments fit
together.
● 58 x Many numerous colours of white, brown, orange. Some glazed one side
only. Some have shape, some look like they go with others but the clays, or
glazing on the reverse does not match.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SOME OF THE ITEMS FOUND.

I have many more photographs of all the items listed (although grouped as there is
quite a few, so please feel free to ask if you would like to see them, also of the full
sized photographs shown here.
By Cathy Mijatovic 2018
cathy.mijatovic@sky.com

